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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is the aim of this paper to show how two maps m ay ‘be used to describe _
the modules for -4rtin local algebras (R, m) with II$ = 0. An Xrtin local 
algebra is a ring (R, m) whose center is an Artin ring, with R finitei!- generated 
over its center, and Rijm a division ring, where :n is the Jacobson radical of R. 
Equivalently-, such an (Ii, m) may be described as a left Artin ring x-hi& 
is a finiteiv generated module over some subring C of its center and has R;‘m 
a division ring. It follows that C is an Artin iocai ring (in the usual sense) and 
that some ITIY = 0. The two maps from left (right) to right (ieft) modules 
which we x 7’ b ~111 use are T(M) = coker(Fa* --t RI*), where RI -> F0 - M + 0 
is a minimal presentation of M, and D(M) = Hom,jd, Q& where 0, is 
a (unique) indecomposable injective R-module. 
The investigation of modules for Artin local algebras dates back to He&r 
and Reiner [8] who described all the indecomposable R-modules for t!:e 
case of -R = k[X, Y]/(X, Z’y, k a field, and shoved that such a ring has 
lndecomposable modules of arbitrarily large length. Further, it has been 
generally known for a long time that R is Gorenstein (i.e., of finite injectire 
dimension as a left R-module) if and oniy if the left (and hence the right) 
socle of R is of length 1 as an R-module, and that in this case R is the only 
faithful indecomposable R-module. In particular, xhen II? = 0 and R is 
Gorenstein (i.e., m is of length 0 or 1) R and R/m are rhe only indecomposable 
R-moduIes (Corollary 3, [lo]). A Th eorem of Dickinson’s [C? Theorem 3.i] 
includes the fact that iv-hen m2 = 0 and R is not Gorenstein (i.e., tn’ = Is 
and III is of length at least 2), there are arbitrarily large faithful indecomposable 
R-modules. 
The interest in our method is our use of 73 to form equivalence classes 
of indecomposable left R-modules for ma = 0, :n of length at least 2, and, 
when ma = 0, ut of length 2 to describe completely ail the indecomposaL!e 
modules -‘lf whose numbers of generators and relations are uneq-ua! (Theorem 
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3.1). Coincidentally, we obtain another proof of Dickson’s more general 
result (Theorem 2.7) and of Dickson and Kelley’s result [7] that for Artin 
local algebras (R, m) with me = 0, “Gorenstein,” “finite module type,” and 
“bounded module type” are equivalent (Corollary 2.8). 
All theorems and definitions are stated for left modules, the analogues 
being true for right modules. By module, we will always mean finitely 
generated module. If JM is a left R-module we denote its length by Z(M). 
When M is a left and right module over an Artin local algebra (R, m), its 
lengths as a left and as a right module coincide. Also, there is no loss of 
generality in discussing indecomposable left modules, since for Artin local 
algebras the duality D gives a one-to-one correspondence between inde- 
composable left and indecomposable right modules which preserves length. 
2. T,D,g, T, AND A SEQUENCE OF R-MODULES 
To define T, D and the parameters g and Y, which we will use to investigate 
T and D, let M be any (finitely generated) left R-module over an Artin 
local algebra (R, in). Then Jll has a minimal presentation 
Fl fl F, -f% 111 - 0, (*) 
which is unique up to isomorphism [4]. Here the Pi are free finitely generated 
R-modules and the presentation is minimal in the (usual) sense that 
fo : Fo + 31 and fi : Fl + kerf, are minimal epimorphisms (projective 
covers) or, equivalently, that ker f. C mF,, and ker fi C tnF, . Throughout 
this section we will use this minimal presentation of M. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (R, m) be an Artin local algebra with m2 = 0. 
Let M be a left R-module with minimal presentation ( JF) Fl -+ F, + M + 0. 
We define g, , the number of generators of M, and I’,~~, the number of 
relations of M, by 
g,, = Z(M/mM) = Z(Fo/mFo), 
Y M = Z(kerfo : F, ---f M) = E(F,/tttF,). 
FVe note the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (R, m) be an Artin local algebra zuith ttt2 = 0. 
Let n = l(m) >, 1 and let iI{ be a left R-module. Then 
(4 yAw < g,, implies A!! is faithful. 
(b) WY = V,,) - WrfJ = (n + 1) g, - rlbf . 
z(dbq = z(nq - z(n~z/dq =ng, - yM .
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Z%x$ (a) N not faithful means .xM = 0 for some s f 0 in R. Hence 
SF, C kerf, and gA,{ < Z(.xFJ < l(kerJJ = rnL . 
OJ! is immediate. 
Ausrander and Bridger have dualized the minimai presentation (x) of 2r” 
to obtain 
O- 31~ 2’: F,” Lii_l, F,* ii_ T(X) -- o> 
where :!I* = Hom,(AP, R) and T(X) is defined as coker(f,“: F,” -FzF,‘;j 
[I, 2, 121. The properties of T(M)> as developed hp Auslander and Bridger, 
which we shall use, follow. 
(a) T(MI i@ ;212) = T(MJ 121 T(M2). 
(b) T(F) = 0 for all free modules F. 
(c) If N has no free direct sunmands thn Fox’ - F,” + T(Jij + 9 
is a ttzinimal presentation of T(M). 
Id) If Br’ has no free direct sunwzands, T’(X) = X. J 
(a) T presemes indecomposability. 
Further, if dI has no free direct summatzds, then 
(b) 211 is indecomposable if and onhv <f T(31) is itzdecomposab!e. 
(ci I’r(,w) = g.u > a-(M) = l’.w . 
(d) F.~! < g,, if and otu’y if I(T(dI)) < l(M). 
I’:-oo,f. (a) and (b) follow from Proposition 2.3, a and d. (c) fol!ows from 
Proposition 2.3c, and (d) follows from 
From Matiis [9, Theorem 2.41 we know that if (R: nr) is an Artin local 
algebra with 11~ z = 0 then R has onlv one indecomposable injective (left) 
module, namely the injective envelope of R/m, which we call Q0 . Further, 
om,(R, Q) where Q is the inject&e envelope of C/rt, n = rad C. 
We define D, the well-known duality, by D(L%I) = M~m~(~q$, Q,; = 
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Hom,(M,Q) by adjoint associativity. Then, Azumaya has shown ([3]) (a) 
while (b) and (c) are well-known. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If (R, m) is a local drtin algebra with m2 = 0 and Ad is 
a left R-module, then 
(a) D”(M) = M, (b) 1(0(M)) = l(M), (c) If R/m is not a direct suwmand 
of M, then D(hf/mil/l) .Z D(hf)m and D(miCf) m D(M)/D(M)m. 
Since D is an additive functor, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 2.6. If (R, m) is a local drtin algebra with me = 0 and M is an 
R-module, then 
(a) D preser@es indecomnposabilit~~, 
(b) ill is indecomposable if and onb if D(M) is indecomposable. 
(c) If R/m is not a direct summand of M, then 
gD(xf) = %A4 - YM and yDcAbf) = (n” - l)g,, - nl;, . 
Proof. (c) follows from Proposition 2.5~ and the definitions of P and g. 
Using T and D we are now able to construct a sequence of faithful inde- 
composable R-modules of strictly increasing length (and in Section 3 we 
factor out by such sequences to form equivalence classes of indecomposable 
R-modules). 
THEOREM 2.7. Let (R, ut) be an drtin local algebra with nt8 = 0. If R is 
not Gorenstein (i.e., ;f n = l(m) 2 2) then there are arbitraril’ large faithful 
indecomposable left (right) R-modules. 
Proof. Let S = {M left R-modules 1 M is indecomposable and I+&~ < g,,}. 
R E S, so S + 4. Also, if ME S, M is faithful since r, < gM . We show 
that if ME S then N = TD(M) E S and Z(N) > l(M). As Z(M) = Z(D(M) 
it suffices to show l(N) > l(D(M)), which, by Corollary 2.4, is equivalent 
to r,, < g, . Showing I“,,. < g, will also show NE S, as T and D map 
indecomposables to indecomposables. But by Corollaries 2.4 and 2.6, 
gN - rN = FD(M) - gDhf) = cfp - n - 1) &k - @ - 1) I’&! 
> (n - l)(gi, - rM) > 0 as n 3 2. 
Combining the above theorem with the well-known result that when 
(R, m) is Gorenstein, ma = 0, all R modules are of the form C R @C R/m, 
we obtain another proof of the already known fact that: 
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COROLLARY 2.8. Let (R, m), TT? = 0 be an _4rtin local algebra. Theilen t/se 
ufo!lc3zuiq are equivalent: 
(1) R is Gwenstein. 
(2) l(m) is 0 o!’ 1. 
(3) R is the only faithful indecom$osable R-mod&e. 
(4) The faithful indecomposable R-modules are of bounded length. 
(5) The indecomposable A-modules are of bourlded length (i.e., R is qf 
bounded. module type). 
(6) LTp to isomovphism there are only a Jiraite number oJf kdecotnposable 
N-modules (i.e., R is oj$nite module type). 
3. TD EQUIVALENCE CLASSES AND TKE RIona~zs FOR 
R NOT GORENSTEIN 
When (R, m) is an Artin local algebra, the morphisms T and D take 
indecomposables to indecomposables. Further, D’ is the Identity and ‘T” 
is the identity on modules without free direct stmrmands. Thus we may rise 
TD to define an equivalence relation on indecomposable left R-modules: 
n& - -41, if there is an integer i > 0 such that Mr = (TD)iM, or ?J% = 
(TD)iLV, ~ (U-e could equally well use D’T to de&e such a relation; the 
equivalence classes are the same except that the O-module is TD-equivalent 
to Qa and DT-equivalent to R.) Obviously, if we could generate exactly one 
member of each equivalence class, then we woiuld have a complete description 
of all the indecomposable R-modules. We turn now to an investigation of the 
equivalence classes for the case of trip = 0. 
Suppose that nt2 = 0, M0 = M and M+, = DT(&1& a’ > 0. If JI, + R 
and T(:l/,) & R/rrr, then, by Corollaries 2.4 and 2.6, gLT1 = rzri - gr and 
I’- L-1 = j-9 - lj ri - zgzRi = ngiL1 - ri , where we have written gj anti i’; 
for the g and r of :lli . If we let a,, = gi and aZiLI = ri ? then the sequence 
[aj> has the property ajlr = naj - ajel . I%ow 
-4s the determinant of the first matrix is 1, we find that aj+rajP, - a,t = 
-(aTeI - izaiPlaj + ajz) is constant for all j. If we identify ~117~ = (DT)“?% 
with the point (gi , ri) = (aZi , agi+l), then, until some dl; is R or T(R,‘R), 
all the Mi lie on the same hyperbola 9 - EXJ + yz = c. Gecmetricail:r, 
if c > 9 then some aj < 0 (which is impossible, as the un/‘s are g’s and T’S). 
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c = 1 corresponds to the case of some (DT)iM or (DT)i T(M) being 
isomorphic to R or T(R/m). If B > 2 ( we examine the case of 1z = 2 closely 
below), then for c = 0 the only point (x,37) on the hyperbola with both x 
and y integers is (0, 0) (i.e., the O-module). So, for n > 2, either c = 1 or 
c < 0. Negative c do occur. 
For n > 2, c < 0 the formula for the asymptotes may be used to refine 
the estimate r,W/g,,i < n (which comes from rj,i = l(ker: F, + M) < 
E(nrF,) = zgjbl) to the estimate r,,,/gM < (n + (fz” - 4)9/2. Also, given 
a module M, the equation of the hyperbola M lies on may be used to find 
the Mi of minimal length in M’s TD-equivalence class. 
A given hyperbola may have modules from more than one TD-equivalence 
class on it. [M and T(M) lie on the same hyperbola and are not, in general, 
TB-equivalent.] 41~0, an indecomposable M and a decomposable Ml 0 Ma 
may lie on the same hyperbola. Clearly we should restrict ourselves to the 
hyperbolae which correspond to at least one indecomposable module. 
For fz = 2, the hyperbolae degenerate into straight lines, and we obtain 
a way of generating all indecomposable modules M with rM # giM . 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (R, in) be an Artin local algebra zuith me = 0 and 
n = l(m) = 2. If AP is an indecomposable left R-module, then 
(4 rhl -gg, = 0, ItI. 
(b) If gh4 - rlLl = f 1, thez 116 is TD-equivalent to one of the left 
R-modules R, T(Riltt). [That is to say M = (TD)“R 01’ M = (TO)” T(R/wt).] 
(4 If gnr - l’nr = -1, then the right R-module T(M) is TD-equivalent 
to one of the r@t R-modules R OY T(R/m). [That is T(M) = (TO)” (R) and 
ill = (DT)i-lQ,, or T(M) = (TO)” T(R/m) and Al = (DT)i (R/m).] 
(d) If N is another indecomposable left R-module and rN = I’,~~ , g, = gzGf 
and rM i g&l , then N is isomorphic to M. 
(e) If M # R/Rx, for some s cm, and M # R/m, then M is faithful. 
Proof. Form the sequence {aj} as above. As n = 2, we have aj+l = 
naj - njPl = 2aj - ajpl , or ajfl - aj = aj - nj-r . In other words, the 
sequence {aj> decreases (or increases) by the same amount at each step. If 
a, - a, = r,, - g, > 0 then the sequence {aj> decreases, until eventually 
some aj < 0. As aj is an ri or gj this is impossible-so we must have had 
some M, = R or T(R/m) (the two indecomposable modules for which the 
formulae break down). Hence (DT)iJd = R or T(R/m), and M = (TO)” (R) 
or (TO)” T(R/nr). Further, for this ~91~ we have either a,{ = 1, a2i+l = 0 
(for Mi = R) or azi = gTcRlm) = rRjrn = n = 2 and u2i+l = rT(R,m) = 
g R,‘m = 1 [for Mi = T(R/m)]. Either way 1 = a2i - Q~+~ = a, - a, = 
g M - Y.~* . This proves (b), and that if g,, - r,Vf > 0 then g,, - rM = + 1. 
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Ef a, - a, < 0, define the sequence {bj> for the moduie T(ilfj. Then 
hi = gr(;vl) = I'M = a1 and b, = ~r(.~,) = g,Li = c0 ~ Hence 6, - 0, > 0: 
an d appiymg the above reasoning we find that b, - ti, = i (hence 
no-a1 = -1) and that (DT)i (T(M)) is either R or T(RM). If 
(OT)i T(JI) = R we also have T(M) = (TD)‘R and 31 = D(TD)‘-r (R) -= 
(DT)“-1 Qie (using Q0 = D(R) and Tz = Identity). Tf (D?‘ji T(YtI) = T(R/rl;j 
then T(M) = (TD)” T(R/m) = T(DT)i (R;‘rrt) and X = (IIT)? (R/m). This 
proves (c) and also that if rSkr + g,,, then J .I1 - g.u = fl. Part (dj fdlOWS 
from (a))(c). To show (e), if 111 is indecomposable and not faithfill then X 
is an R/a-module for 0 f a _C tn. As I(m) = 2, the length of a is I or 2 
(i.e.7 n = Rx or utj and the length of m/a, the maximal ideal of R;a, is at 
most 1. Hence R/a is Gorenstein, and :lrl is (b>- the remark before Co:*ollarJ 
2.8) either R/o or R/m. 
In the case of T,,~ = g,w the sequence (aj} is constant. It can happen that 
all the (LIT)“41 are isomorphic (e.g., if 211 = R/Rx, x E m) though tha: need 
net be so. Further, there are nonisomorphic Indecomoosable M and LV with 
r,\r = g,,, = rev = g,\- (for example R/Rx and R,‘Ry with :\I = Rx f RJ\~). 
Hetler and Reiner [8] have classified the indecompcsable -modules for the 
case of R = k[x, ~l]/(,xa, NJ’, y”), k a field, and shown that there is an mde- 
composable R-module for each Y = g > 0. Even with I’ = g > I, there 
may be nonisomorphic modules with the same r = g. 
Remark. The module T(R;m) seems to be impor’oant in describing the 
category of modules for (R, m), me = 0. In particular, in addition to the 
role of T(Rbr) seen above, it is possible to show that the modules FL1 with 
Ext’(M, R) = 0 are exactly the modules of the form x R BE) x T(R;m). 
Further if 0 + A --f B + :\,I+ 0 is exact? B has no free direc; summands 
and EY;~(~U. R) = 0, then the sequence splits [I 11. (There is no “‘next” 
module after T(Rjm) to look at, since, for R net Gorenstein. the moduies 
31 with Estj(JI, R) = 0 for some i >, 2 are a!1 free [IO]). In the case of 
11 = I(tnj = 2. the last mentioned properties of T(R/m) ma!- be used to 
prove the following description of left R-modules: (i) If each direct summand 
of A%i contains a copy of R then AI is an extension of R;aiz by a submodule K 
of 3f with EsP(,V, R) = 0, i.e., there is an exact secuence 
with g,, = s + 2t + u and rni = t + 2~. (There may be nonisomorphic 
XI , Ai, fitting this description, but the N whose length is maximal is unique 
up to isomorphism); (ii) If M does not contain a copy of R then 11.1 is of the 
form x R,h 0 x R/Ru for some u E m (when I!1 is not faithful) or of the 
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form 0, @C R/nt (when M is faithful), where 0, is the unique inde- 
composable injective (left) R-module. (See [l 1, Chapter 41.) 
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